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Abstract—Although multiple techniques have been proposed with the goal of minimizing the semantic gap in virtual machine introspection, most concentrate on passive observation of the internal state, while there are also a number of proposals with which active modification of the VM's internal state is made possible. However there are issues when modifications are applied, such as keeping a consistent kernel state and avoiding a crash. In this paper we propose Oxpecker, a VMI platform for transactional modification. The out-of-VM read access allows an introspector to detect malware in the guest OS (e.g., rootkit) and the transactional write access allows Oxpecker to reliably neutralize the detected threats. To begin a transaction, Oxpecker monitors VM state changes waiting for an idle moment which is free of possible race-conditions in the guest kernel memory. Thereafter, it invokes a VMI client’s callback to proceed with reading/writing in its memory. Upon user request or possible exceptions, transaction is rolled back while the transaction ACID properties are maintained at all times. Oxpecker is implemented and evaluated under different real-world workloads. Additionally and as a practical example, a tool is developed, and open sourced, based on Oxpecker with which guest VM processes could be killed.

1 INTRODUCTION

VIRTUALIZATION technologies have been widely deployed over the past decade and have affected the simple client user to large enterprise users. Virtualization has not been without an effect on the security of the machines going virtual. One of the more interesting facts is that the virtualized machine could be observed from the hypervisor level and that brings about a number of interesting capabilities. One of the earliest suggestions was proposed by Garfinkel et. al [1], where they argue that by placing an IDS outside of the VM, they could monitor the VM for malicious activity while the IDS is immune from any tampering from within the VM. Their approach was named VMI (i.e., virtual machine introspection) and has brought about a number of proposals [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6] with the aim of monitoring a VM from the hypervisor level.

Virtual machine introspection is inherently passive, as it tries to read a VM state without trying to modify it. Knowing that a threat exists is important, but being able to neutralize it is an even more important capability. For example, consider an anti-rootkit technique which introspects the VM kernel memory without trusting in its OS executable codes. It may monitor running processes by scanning their memory. A rootkit may try to hide by manipulating the kernel data structures or keep running by corrupting the related kernel modules which can be used for its removal. Nevertheless, by an out-of-VM read/write access, the running rootkit and its memory regions can be observed, debugged, and/or removed. This leaves a rootkit empty-handed because any kind of execution or memory access is inherently visible to an out-of-VM introspector.

This manuscript presents a VMI platform for out-of-VM transactional read/write access enabling several functional and security use cases. For example, the internal state of a VM can be actively modified to force a kernel module to execute paths which are not usually traversed, guide a fuzzing algorithm to obtain higher kernel code coverage, or to facilitate reproducing of race conditions, conduct process injection, restore remote access to an encrypted VM, or perform batch updates and reconfiguration patches for a series of VMs to name a few. Some of these applications were discussed previously in [7], [8], [9], however, to the best of our knowledge, there has been no VMI solution which could provide a transactional and out-of-VM read/write access. For example, Zhui Deng et al. [10] provided one of the earlier techniques to realize writable VMI, but it requires a helper process in the VM. Each one of the proposed writable VMI solutions [7], [8], [9], [11], [12], [13] missed at least one transactional property (as discussed in Section 6) and could not support all the noted applications without causing crashes in the guest VM (GVM).

To elaborate on the importance of the transactional write capability, assume an out-of-VM anti-rootkit technique which intends to kill a rootkit process. In addition to knowing the addresses and appropriate read/write times to avoid possible race conditions, a causal relationship between read and written values must be maintained. An out-of-VM process terminator needs to read the linked list of processes, read the previous/next pointer values of the target process, and then write new values in order to point those entries to each other and remove the target process from the linked list. As shown in Fig. 1 the newly written pointer values for task A and C depend on the old read values obtained by following the next and prev pointers of task B. Therefore, a concurrent addition of task D by a guest process can potentially corrupt the linked list unless their read/write operations are serialized properly.

This writing challenge has two main parts: where to
write and when to write. The first challenge is addressable by an appropriate semantic view of the machine state and is a shared problem with read-only VMI solutions. As for the second challenge, previously proposed solutions exploit the extracted guest OS state to prevent a race condition between the VMM and guest kernel. However, they solve this challenge partially, relinquishing at least one of the transactional write properties. For example, the Exterior [7] uses a dual VM binary code reuse technique to avoid the race condition by injecting instructions in the guest kernel, but it fails to guarantee the consistency property. Our analysis of common OSes reveals a clue for solving this challenge. Normally, each system call tries to finish as soon as possible to minimize the resource contention. This makes it probable for an out-of-VM writer to modify memory without the risk of concurrent modifications. For example, experiments have shown that even under heavy workloads, Linux kernel becomes idle by waiting for less than nine minutes on average.

With the above noted observation, we propose BluePill Oxpecker [1] with which a transactional read/write VMI service for the kernel space is provided. Oxpecker monitors the guest kernel state at the end of each invoked syscall looking for a moment that there is no competing writer process. Then it begins a transaction, allowing a user provided routine to read/write into/from the guest kernel memory in absence of possible race conditions.

Acceptable guest OS performance depends on the hardware acceleration features which allow user-space and kernel-space codes (and syscall invocations) to be performed without slow interventions of the host OS or hypervisor. Whenever an out-of-VM introspection is required, a VM_EXIT event should be handled switching the processor context to the hypervisor, and then back to the GVM once again. This makes it critically important for a practical VMI solution to minimize the number of VM_EXIT events. Monitoring of system calls is paused and resumed periodically by Oxpecker in order to achieve low overhead while also minimizing the time to start for each asked transaction. These optimizations have enabled Oxpecker to impose about 75.84% overhead in the worst case and 1.78% in the best case which is an order of magnitude less than the 2300% overhead of the Exterior [7] tool. We should emphasize that Oxpecker is focused on read/write access to the guest kernel memory, as the importance of out-of-VM solutions is in their ability to deal with infected guest kernel codes. If a threat is confined to the guest userspace, it can be mitigated as discussed in previous works [15, 16] using a guest kernel-level solution too. List of overall contributions follows:

- A simple yet efficient solution is presented in order to decide whether guest kernel memory modifications may cause a race condition,
- An architecture is designed for out-of-VM transactional read/write access to a given guest kernel memory with untrusted executable codes,
- A reference implementation of the proposed architecture is open sourced and its performance and consistency are evaluated empirically,
- Achieving high performance by minimizing the number of VM exit events and periodical VM trapping.

In what follows, Section 2 reviews related VMI solutions. Section 3 presents the Oxpecker architecture. Practical challenges and details of a reference implementation of Oxpecker are explained in Section 4. Afterwards, Section 5 evaluates the correctness and performance of the proposed architecture. Discussion of presented features and a brief comparison with previous VMI solutions is presented in Section 6 The paper is concluded in Section 7.

2 RELATED WORK

The importance of dominating the guest OS and VMI tools race conditions which concurrently access a GVM’s memory, makes semantic gap challenge [17] more intricate for writable VMI. We should note that there have been hardware-assisted approaches for handling of concurrent reading [18] and writing [19] for VMI, leveraging hardware transactional memory (HTM) [20]. These approaches trade flexibility and adaptability in order to obtain performance. Nevertheless, Oxpecker is a software-based VMI platform, hence, hardware-assisted approaches fall outside the scope of this work.

Previous VMI tools fall into two main categories, one is focused on introspection solutions for read-only VMI and another one centers around solutions which try to modify the GVM state. The rest of this section reviews the more relevant VMI solutions in these two categories.

2.1 Read-Only Monitoring

A VMI solution can work from outside of the GVM independently [21, 22, 23, 24, 25] with some collaboration with GVM [26, 27, 28], or with an injected program or agent inside the GVM [29, 30, 31]. Among the proposed solutions, we concentrate on independent out-of-VMI solutions as they are intended to work for most of the trusted computation bases without fundamental assumptions.

Some of the earliest VMI solutions were designed for malware analysis [21, 24, 25] where they scan the GVM state for footprints of malicious activities. Some other VMI solutions [32, 33, 34, 35] were designed for digital
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1. Oxpecker birds are usually red-billed eating parasites off large mammals. It has been noted [14] that at times, they injure the mammal by pecking the wounds. As in our work, Oxpecker is transparent from the VM’s point of view, therefore, we have called it a Blue-Pill Oxpecker.
forensics purposes to monitor the GVM state passively. Both types of these solutions, try to narrow the GVM state to obtain only relevant information for the particular use cases and do not aim to generally solve the semantic gap issue.

A number of other VMI solutions are designed to check the GVM kernel integrity. OSck [36] checks the kernel physical memory mapping, ensures the integrity of sensitive files, OS data, and also detects kernel rootkits. RTKDSM [23] monitors kernel data structures with the goal of resolving the semantic gap and tracks kernel changes by monitoring all write instructions for specific kernel addresses. The ProbeBuilder [37] generates kernel data structure probes by looking for “pointer-offset-pointer” patterns in the memory and finding instructions in the execution flow which can dereference them. This allows probes to be generated in the absence of documented kernel data structures, which was one of the open problems in the RTKDSM.

Other notable techniques are Virtuoso [38] and VMST [22], where they reuse the same binary inside and outside of the GVM and use their data to learn about specific information regarding the memory structure of the GVM.

2.2 Active Modification

Two types of VMI techniques exist which support GVM memory modification. One type requires assistant from within the GVM (e.g., a helper process). Another type is implemented independent of GVM and works from out-of-VM (which are more robust). An early example is the work of Zhui Deng et al. [10] which first selects an already existing guest process and then hijacks it, running an implanted process in the context of that victim process. Functionality of this implanted process is restricted to the victim process in order to decrease the risk of being detected. X-TIER [9] works similarly but injects a kernel module instead of a process. The implanted kernel module which is called an X-module is wrapped by a generic loader to become loadable independent of the exact version of the guest OS. An X-module is then executed furtively by mapping/unmapping its kernel memory pages when it calls into other kernel functions (to stay hidden during execution).

Hypershell [11] design is partially similar to the Process Implanting but allows a userspace process which is running in the host machine to use a helper process within the GVM to interact with the guest kernel. It intercepts all syscalls and when it finds the appropriate guest process, injects the desired syscall arguments to be executed in the GVM.

Expanding on VMST [22], Exterior [7] introduced the first Writable VMI solution which can perform automatic and fine-grained out-of-VM write operations, without injecting an agent or employing the guest OS capabilities. Exterior has a dual-VM architecture in which it redirects the memory state modifications from a secure VM (SVM) to an actual GVM. The introspecting process is executed in the SVM, and all instructions of the SVM are emulated one by one, incurring a high performance overhead. This instruction level monitoring allows Exterior to detect all data operations on various kernel data regions and redirect them to the memory of GVM. The idea of dual-VM architecture is also used in the process out-grafting [59] method. To trace a suspicious process behavior, process out-grafting technique relocates the process from GVM to SVM.

CIVIC [8] employs a cloned VM and injects code in it, hence, needs an extra VM similar to dual-VM solutions, and direct modification or reconfiguration of GVM is not possible. In fact, although CIVIC restricts modifications and side effects to a cloned live VM, the VM states must be kept in synchronization in order to avoid possible inconsistencies.

To the best of our knowledge, previously proposed VMI solutions which support modification in the GVM, fail to provide a transactional write capability which is an essential requirement in a real-world deployment. In the following section, we discuss the proposed architecture for Oxpecker and how it provides a transactional write capability.

3 Oxpecker Architecture

Oxpecker enables an out-of-VM introspector to perform a series of read/write operations on the guest kernel memory within a transaction without requiring any cooperation from a trusted guest OS. The rest of this section presents the related adversarial model, the high level architecture of Oxpecker, how Oxpecker deals with the guest kernel memory, how it forms and maintains a transaction, and details of its components and their corresponding algorithms.

3.1 Adversarial Model and Architectural Assumptions

It is assumed that the guest OS is under the control of the attacker, where it could add/remove guest kernel modules, create/terminate guest processes, and scan guest memory for clues about presence of out-of-VM introspection. The guest OS kernel modules are untrusted and so cannot be called to perform certain operations. However, it is assumed that the guest kernel data structures themselves are known and can be used for consistent out-of-VM introspection. This is a reasonable assumption because even though a malware can add or modify the kernel code, it is unrealistic to assume it would convert the kernel data structures to some alternative format. Such change, although possible, would require the malware to re-implement all other kernel modules which are dependent on those data structures.

Furthermore, it is assumed that a generic method is available to access the GVM kernel memory. That is, a low-level API exists for reading/writing arbitrary bytes from the guest memory, of course, without any consistency guarantees. Such a generic API is provided for Windows and Linux kernels by LibVMI [40] library. The consistent and transactional API of Oxpecker is built on top of this generic read/write API. In fact Oxpecker needs to acquire the knowledge of an appropriate time for applying read/write operations in order to avoid inconsistencies with parallel write accesses to the guest OS kernel.

3.2 Transaction Formation

Fig. 2 demonstrates the Oxpecker high level architecture. The Coordinator component (first component shown at top of Fig. 2) acts as a facade layer and allows Oxpecker clients to begin/rollback transactions and read/write to the guest kernel memory. Coordinator component needs to know about the appropriate times to begin transactions. It employs the Action Monitor component to look for the events which represent potential decrease in the guest kernel activity. Candidate events are then inspected by the Consistency Checker...
component to find out about possible race conditions. If it can ensure about absence of race conditions in the guest kernel, it proceeds by invoking the user callback to perform read/write operations. It also tracks memory changes as a set of old memory values paired with their memory addresses, so it can rollback all changes and ensure atomicity of the transaction if the user canceled the transaction or if an exception occurred while executing the user callback.

The **Syscall Interceptor** component (shown at bottom left of Fig. 2) is responsible to communicate with the hypervisor in order to setup required traps and receive corresponding notifications upon execution of GVM syscalls. The last component which is shown at bottom right of Fig. 2 is the **Generic Read/Write Introspection** which provides low-level read/write introspection access to the GVM memory without any guarantee about consistency or atomicity of carried operations. This modular approach allows arbitrary read/write introspection schemes to be leveraged into an API with guaranteed transactional properties. For a better presentation of events, a typical operating scenario is exemplified in Fig. 2 through the following ten steps:

1. **Client** uses **Coordinator** to initiate a transaction,
2. **Coordinator** asks **Action Monitor** to call it upon activity changes in GVM. **Action Monitor** registers a syscall trap using **Syscall Interceptor** component in the VMM to pause execution of GVM after each syscall,
3. **VMM** is notified upon every following syscall invocation through **sysret/sysexit/iret** instructions, triggers a **VM_EXIT**, pauses the GVM, and generates an event so the GVM’s state can be inspected before execution of that instruction. **Syscall Interceptor** receives **VM_EXIT** events and redirects them to **Action Monitor**.
4. **Coordinator** asks **Consistency Checker** to determine whether all read/write accesses to the GVM kernel memory are guaranteed to be consistent,
5. **Consistency Checker** employs the underlying generic read API to introspect the GVM kernel state and detect possible race conditions,
6. **Consistency Checker** informs **Coordinator** that consistent read/write access can be carried now (step 7) or the GVM should be resumed to continue its execution while the transaction is kept pending (step 3),
7. Knowing that there is no race condition, **Coordinator** runs the client’s callback, passing read/write requests through the generic read/write API into the GVM memory space,
8. Client may request the transaction to be canceled before invocation/completion of the registered callback.
9. If an exception occurs or transaction is canceled, **rollback** will be called in order to reapply original values of all modified memory locations,
10. **Coordinator** asks **Action Monitor** to stop notifying about guest state changes which uses **Syscall Interceptor** to allow GVM to run without generating **VM_EXIT** events.

The rest of this section explains the inner design of the aforementioned components.

### 3.3 Coordinator

The **Coordinator** component sits at the core of Oxpecker architecture to manage the proper usage of different components and maintain prerequisites which should be satisfied before execution of each component in order to ensure the GVM kernel memory consistency. **Coordinator** provides two main APIs for its clients: `beginTransaction` and `cancelTransaction`.

The `beginTransaction` function finds the proper time for reading/writing from/into the GVM kernel memory. This API receives the specific read/write operation details in form of a callback and executes it upon finding the proper time. Fig. 4 shows how this functionality is supposed to work (in the `beginTransaction` function) corresponding to the first seven steps of Fig. 2. The `cancelTransaction` function (shown as the second function in Fig. 5) is provided for resetting the VMM configuration to its normal state. As shown in lines 7-8 of Fig. 3, the VM syscall traps and inspection of the kernel state for determination of a race-free moment are pursued at most for 20 subsequent events. Thereafter, VM is resumed to operate normally for δ seconds and then the monitoring routine starts over. The reason is that when a proper race-free moment is not observed in the short run, kernel is crowded with syscalls and so resuming its operation at normal speed (without unnecessary VM exit events) can increase the probability of finishing competing tasks before the next round of examinations. Moreover, because Nitro just locks the SYSCALL traps, high workload creates a queue from user space process to enter into the kernel space. Therefore, the number of kernel processes increases over time. Performed evaluations confirm this hypothesis, both improving the guest VM’s overhead and decreasing the Oxpecker’s delay time before application of the callback.

![Oxpecker Architecture](image)

Fig. 2: The Oxpecker architecture. **Coordinator** (top) provides client APIs, manages other components to run user callback, and rollbacks memory changes in exceptional scenarios. **Action Monitor** tracks guest kernel activity at candidate times to begin a transaction. **Consistency Checker** examines existence of potential race conditions. **Syscall Interceptor** registers a trap to be called on every syscall of GVM. **Generic Read/Write Introspection** provides a low-level access to GVM memory without any transactional guarantee.

### 3.4 Action Monitor and Syscall Interceptor

Each guest running process at each given time may execute either in the userspace or the kernel space. There
are three common methods in x86/x86-64 compatible architectures for realization of syscalls: 1) interrupt-based approach which uses a software interrupt such as “int 0x80” instruction, 2) the SYSCALL group of instructions using syscall/sysret, and 3) the SYSENTER group of instructions using sysenter/sysexit.

By pausing the GVM execution at either entry or exit points of syscalls, it is possible to inspect all guest processes which can potentially cause a race condition when attempting to write into the GVM kernel memory space. The syscall exit point is used as a trigger for performing this inspection.

At the exit point of every executed syscall (i.e. upon execution of iret, sysret, or sysexit instructions), it is expected that all acquired locks over GVM kernel memory objects have been already released. Thus, pausing the system call right at its exit point ensures that no race condition may happen between introspector and that specific process. However, read/write operations may be yet inconsistent with other kernel processes which are running in parallel. Therefore, the Consistency Checker is tasked with detecting possible race-conditions with other kernel processes through inspection of GVM kernel memory as explained in Section 3.5. It should be noted that Action Monitor needs to freeze GVM temporarily for Consistency Checker, hence if there is no race-condition present, it can prolong the freeze in order to complete the transaction at hand.

In summary, the Action Monitor component has two objectives: 1) configuring the VMM with a trap listener (using Syscall Interceptor), so it causes a VM_EXIT to be generated upon each system call of the GVM, and 2) pausing all virtual CPUs of the GVM to give Coordinator a chance to inspect its memory space safely.

### 3.5 Consistency Checker and Generic Introspection

Existential libraries such as LibVMI [40] can be used in place of the Generic Read/Write Introspection component. Nevertheless, knowing the proper timing is essential for consistent GVM modifications. It is not trivial to maintain transaction properties [41] without any cooperation of guest OS, but we had two observations making it possible to guarantee consistency of modifications independent of the guest OS implementation details. We should note that the only dependence on OS is limited to its process data structures for enumeration of processes which are active in the kernel space. This dependence can also be generalized using a volatility template [42] to learn about the GVM processes.

The first observation is that a modern OS kernel is supposed to be deadlock free. For this reason, it avoids leaving the kernel space while holding a lock because it is not clear when it might return to the kernel space, and another kernel thread or process may require the lock in the meantime. For example, consider the delete_module syscall. It takes a lock for the module_list in order to remove a target module. Now suppose that kernel stops running delete_module syscall while the lock is kept. This makes all other processes which try to access the module_list to hang indefinitely until execution of delete_module is resumed and the lock is released. In other words, a functional OS kernel needs to release taken locks when a process leaves the kernel space and when it returns to the kernel space, it may reacquire the needed locks.

The second observation is that even in a heavily loaded system in which different threads are invoking syscalls one after another, OS tries to minimize the execution time of each syscall in order to maximize the performance. Measuring the amount of time which is spent in user and kernel spaces, we found that even in a highly loaded system there are times that no process is in the kernel space. Using this observation, Oxpecker can monitor the execution of GVM in order to find an appropriate time which is free of any possible race conditions. Finding a time instant in which only the idle process is running in the kernel space is likely as we will show later on. So the trade-off between the guest kernel memory modification delay and the kernel consistency assurance after applying the asked modifications can be resolved reasonably in favor of the guaranteed consistency without a considerable performance loss.

At the exit point of each syscall, all virtual CPUs of the guest VM are paused so the GVM state can be kept unchanged while existence of race-conditions is being examined. Afterwards, the Coordinator component is notified which in turn calls the Consistency Checker (CC) component. The CC component checks for possible race conditions for read/write operations in GVM by inspecting its kernel memory state. Specifically, CC iterates over all running processes in the GVM kernel space by reading its kernel memory using the Generic Introspection API. It checks whether there are any kernel processes which may modify
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**Fig. 3 Coordinator algorithm to begin/cancel a transaction.**

```plaintext
1: function BEGINTRANSACTION(Callback)
2:   done ← False
3:   while done ≠ True do
4:     listener ← SYSCALLINTERCEPTOR.SETTRAPS(True)
5:     count ← 0
6:     for event ∈ listener do
7:       if count ≥ 20 then
8:         break
9:       if event = SYSENTER then
10:          condition ← CONSISTENCYCHECKER()
11:         if condition then
12:            done ← True
13:           break
14:         count ← count + 1
15:       if done = True then
16:         results ← CALLBACK() [atomic]
17:         SYSCALLINTERCEPTOR.CONTINUE()
18:       if done = False then
19:          SLEEP(δ)
20:   function CANCELOUTRATION()
21:   listener ← SYSCALLINTERCEPTOR.SETTRAPS(False)
22:   for event ∈ listener do
23:     SYSCALLINTERCEPTOR.CONTINUE()
```

**Fig. 4 Consistency Checker algorithm**

```plaintext
1: function CONSISTENCYCHECKER(GVM)
2:   processes ← RETRIEVEPROCESSLIST(GVM)
3:   for process ∈ processes do
4:     if ISKERNELSPACE(process.events) then
5:       if process.status = running then
6:         return False
7:   return True
```
the memory in parallel or just the idle process is running in the kernel space.

As shown in Fig. 4, both of kernel threads and user processes which have switched to the kernel space can be enumerated by reading the GVM kernel memory. The good news is that the number of competing processes in the kernel space can decrease only at the end of syscall or interrupt handling procedures. Using this knowledge and limiting inspection moments to end of syscalls (as detected by Action Monitor component) makes it possible to use hardware virtualization while waiting for VM_EXIT events and improve performance from emulation speed to an acceptable slow down (about 75.84% max overhead on tested scenarios).

The next section describes practical challenges and implementation details of the Oxpecker components.

4 IMPLEMENTATION

Oxpecker is implemented and evaluated in a customized KVM/QEMU environment using Windows and Linux guest OSes. Fig. 5 shows the Oxpecker component diagram which is designed in three main layers. Our implementation of Oxpecker is available at [43]. The rest of this section elaborates on implementation details of the noted components and their associated practical challenges.

4.1 Hypervisor, Libvmi, and Nitro Framework

Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) in Linux employs a two level architecture. The VMM independent functional-
purposes. Having the data structures which are used in other OS versions is enough to port this component. This approach can be generalized using a volatility template or a framework like rekall as is used in our reference implementation) to learn about the GVM processes.

4.3.1 Linux Guest OS

The main data structure providing this information in Linux is task_struct which describes a process or task in the kernel. For each process, the state field in the corresponding task_struct indicates its running status which can be running, sleeping, or stopped. Moreover, to find that a process is going to be scheduled in kernel or userspace, the sp field of the structure pointed to by thread field of the task_struct is used. LibVMI is configured by reading the System.map from the guest kernel. This file contains the “symbol table” which maps symbol names and their addresses in memory. Also the init_task is a kernel symbol which points to the head of a list of all existing task_struct data structures. This list begins with a hard-coded task_struct, namely Swapper process, which has a zero pid representing the idle process in Linux which causes no inconsistency as it does not access critical sections.

In brief, Consistency Checker starts by finding the address of init_task and task_struct list in memory by looking at System.map. It then iterates over the list to enumerate running status of all processes. For each task_struct, it inspects its state value and existence of a kernel stack frame pointer to find all processes which are running in the kernel space and can cause a potential race condition with writes in the kernel memory. This method has a drawback, as it depends on task_struct of all processes. An adversary can remove a process (e.g., a rootkit) from the tasks list while keeping it in the runqueues. In this situation, that process stays in the kernel space indefinitely. Such processes can be determined by looking at runqueues or memory contents with help of the rekall and Volatility framework.

4.3.2 Windows Guest OS

Each process in Windows is represented with an instance of EPROCESS data structure containing a KPROCESS for kernel control data. Also, running processes may have one or more threads which are tracked by instances of the ETHREAD data structure (which similarly keeps its kernel control data in the KTHREAD). EPROCESS maintains its threads list as a linked list in its ThreadListEntry member.

PsActiveProcessHead can be used to retrieve the list of EPROCESS instances. To find running processes, this linked list should be traversed, checking the corresponding threads, and for each KTHREAD instance, its state field should be examined. Finding that a process is running in kernel or user space is trickier. KernelStack (a member of the KTHREAD data structure) is used to maintain the execution context of each thread by pointing to its stack frame. Value of eip (indicating the current execution address) can be extracted by looking at two words behind the KernelStack. Similar to the Linux guest OS scenario, this process might be affected by hidden processes. However, we can get the full list of processes by looking into the memory and Volatility framework.

4.4 Killing Process Using Oxpecker

Oxpecker APIs allow a VMI client to implement arbitrary programs without worrying about possible memory-level inconsistencies. However, the program must handle the behavioral (design-level) inconsistencies by itself. For example, Oxpecker can ensure that there is no race condition while an out-of-VM client tries to kill a guest process (i.e., there are no kept locks on the guest memory), however, the client still needs to check that the target process is not uninterruptible. To exemplify a similar situation with regards to the read API of the LibVMI, we can point out to a scenario that user tries to read a virtual address which is not mapped (for the asked process). In this scenario, LibVMI raises VMI_FAILURE error. Now, assume that user had completed a series of successful read/write operations before triggering that VMI_FAILURE error or killing an uninterruptible process. The rollback mechanism automatically reverts the effect of previous write operations, covering the errored callback routine modifications.

As a practical example, Oxpecker provides a tool (refer to III in [46]) to kill a process in Linux distributions by re-implementing the necessary read/write instructions in do_exit function of Linux kernel using the Oxpecker APIs. Details of process killing example and its evaluation results are available in the Oxpecker repository.

Next section employs Oxpecker in more challenging scenarios to evaluate its functionality and performance.

5 Evaluation

This section evaluates a reference implementation of Oxpecker through two types of experiments. First, the performance effect of Oxpecker is observed under different workloads in order to measure the performance of both the host and guest machines. Second, the write consistency is monitored during Oxpecker concurrent modifications.

Since Oxpecker is not dependent on the guest userspace workload, the experiment scenarios are designed to create different kernel workloads. This is accomplished through the common network-driven (HTTP and FTP) applications in addition to the TPC-H standard benchmark. Fig. 6 shows the Linux GVM setup used in these experiments. Similar deployment was used for Windows GVM.

Two GVM OSes run Ubuntu 16.04 LTS with Linux kernel 4.4 (unmodified LTS version) and Windows 7 SP1 over one core CPU having 2 GB RAM. Oxpecker does not require modifications in the introspected GVM. The host virtual machine (HVM) runs Debian 9.4 with Linux kernel 4.9.0 over two Intel core i7 4710HQ 2.50GHz CPUs with 3 GB RAM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>API Description</th>
<th>API</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asynchronous function to start a transaction.</td>
<td>beginTransaction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancel/rollback an ongoing T-VMI transaction.</td>
<td>cancelTransaction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To read X bits from a virtual address.</td>
<td>l_read_X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To read X bits at a virtual address.</td>
<td>l_read_X_pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To write X bits from a virtual address.</td>
<td>l_write_X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To write X bits at a virtual address.</td>
<td>l_write_X_pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 1: Oxpecker APIs. X (in API names) can be 8, 16, 32, or 64 bits.
RAM in both scenarios. The HVM kernel is patched with Nitro, so the GVM syscalls can be intercepted efficiently.

In what follows, Section 5.1 presents the first type of experiments conducted to measure the performance of host and guest machines under different workloads in presence of Oxpecker concurrent transactions. The second category of experiments for inspection of possible inconsistencies during concurrent memory accesses is presented in Section 5.2.

5.1 Performance Experiments

Performance of VMI and specially its overhead on GVM is an important metric for evaluation of a VMI solution. An experiment is designed to measure the performance of Oxpecker from two aspects. One aspect is the performance that a client of read/write VMI operations may expect when accessing the GVM. Another aspect is the effect of Oxpecker on the performance of the GVM.

To evaluate the Oxpecker performance in real conditions, different workloads are created on the GVM while the VMI requests are being processed. The Locust testing platform is used to generate a variety of client traffics running in HVM, while a server is running in GVM. Number of client requests affects the guest kernel workload (i.e., server). Locust simulates concurrent users, noted by c, sending requests to the server interleaved by random wait intervals (between 100 to 1000 milliseconds) generated by the HttpUser implementation. For database scenario, GVM runs queries according to TPC-H in an infinite loop, executing 22 queries in each round on a PostgreSQL instance.

Alongside with the client/server and database queries which make the background load on VM, an Oxpecker client sends a series of uniform requests to GVM, waiting for µ seconds between consecutive requests. Oxpecker executes asked transactions after finding the proper time to avoid race conditions while accessing the GVM memory. Therefore, there will be an inevitable delay between beginning of each VMI transaction until its actual execution. This time is used as a criteria to measure the Oxpecker performance.

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 summarize the statistics of the VMI client delay for both workloads (i.e. FTP and HTTP client-server requests) in Linux and Windows environments respectively. Each experiment is repeated 1000 times for each c value. The time interval between consecutive VMI write requests is configured as five seconds. Two CPUs are used in the evaluation environment (using just one thread per CPU) for HVM and one CPU for GVM. Therefore, 1000 concurrent users exhaust GVM simulating a high load production environment. The Standard Error of Mean (SEM) is calculated according to the $SEM = \frac{Std.Dev}{\sqrt{N}}$ formula, normalizing the standard deviation with root of N (the size of sampling data which is 1000 in this case). SEM can be multiplied by 1.96 to obtain an estimated 95% confidence interval. As shown in Fig. 7 SEM values increase when the number of concurrent users (c) increases. Moreover, increasing the c and generating higher workloads in both of the FTP and HTTP test scenarios leads to an increase in the variance and mean of observed delays because it is more probable for guest kernel to be busy processing FTP/HTTP requests. There is an exception in the HTTP application (for both OSes) in which the mean delay decreases when the number of concurrent users is increased from one user to 10 users. This can be explained in terms of the active syscalls because in the c = 1 scenario of HTTP application, the system was idle most of the times. Hence, the rate of SYSEXIT events was lower and Oxpecker had to wait longer for SYSEXIT traps. Consequently, it caused higher delay time during the test with one user in the HTTP scenario. In the FTP scenario, mean delay is higher than HTTP and TPC-H scenarios. This is due to a higher workload created by FTP requests. It performs more operations such as authentication and file operations which increase kernel workload by invoking more syscalls for file/network access.

Finally, Fig. 7 shows the feasibility of Oxpecker in high load situations even when the GVM is exhausted by clients. In the worse case scenario (100 concurrent user and FTP scenario), the average delay time is less than 9 minutes. That is, one can execute Oxpecker transactions in less than 9 minutes in high load environments.

So far, the performance that Oxpecker clients can expect for reading from/writing into GVM is evaluated under different workloads. Another important performance aspect is the overhead which these operations add to the GVM processes. The output of Locust.io while running FTP client for 5 minutes is used to measure this overhead. Fig. 7c depicts the calculated requests per seconds for each c value, indicating the number of concurrent users. Furthermore, the gap time between VMI requests is set to 5 seconds (µ) and the back-off time (δ) is set to 0.5 seconds.

The overhead is calculated according to Eqn. 1 in which $R(c, \mu, \delta)$ represents the number of requests per second for FTP application in GVM when Oxpecker setups with µ and δ. Also, $R(c, \infty, \infty)$ indicates the overall time when the Oxpecker is not present at all.

$$\text{Overhead}(c, \mu, \delta) = \frac{R(c, \infty, \infty) - R(c, \mu, \delta)}{R(c, \infty, \infty)}$$ (1)

As the number of concurrent users and requests rate increase, the Oxpecker’s delay and the average response time increase too filling the system capacity. Thereafter, the rate of FTP requests remains unchanged or slightly decreases (see Fig. 7c around $c = 50$). In fact, for $c > 50$, the CPU is overwhelmed, hence, increasing concurrent clients cannot increase the system load and requests per seconds furthermore because extra requests have to wait for their turns to be processed by the FTP server.

Fig. 7 shows that the overhead of Oxpecker is about 28.62% (or 75.84%) at most and is as low as 2.71% (or 1.78%) at best when $\delta$ is set to 5 (or 0.5) seconds. In the
Fig. 7: Two initial figures show Oxpecker’s delay to begin a transaction in Linux and Windows. Last figure shows the GVM overhead showing the average response time of Locust FTP requests. The $c$ is the number of concurrent users sending requests and $\mu = 5s$ indicates the uniform gap between transaction requests.

worst case scenario, where the background workload is higher on GVM, Oxpecker makes 75.84% overhead on GVM processes which supports the relative usability of Oxpecker in production environment.

5.2 Write Consistency

This section inspects write accesses of Oxpecker to kernel regions while GVM kernel modules can potentially access and modify them concurrently. For this purpose, a kernel module (refer to IV in [46]) is developed which waits for a second using the `msleep_interruptible` and repeats execution of a critical section. Within the critical section, it holds a mutex (i.e. `my_lock`) and busy waits for one second. Concurrently, a series of VMI transactions are initiated after loading this kernel module in the GVM in order to modify the same data item (i.e. `dining_spoon`) in the kernel space. This shared variable is inspected in the critical section and if it is modified while the `my_lock` mutex is being held, it is counted as a crash by increasing the value of `crash` variable. Oxpecker client competes with this kernel module to update this shared variable with this difference that it generates and writes a random number in each cycle. If Oxpecker misses any race condition while trying to update the same data item, the kernel module will be able to detect the concurrent modifications.

This experiment is repeated under two conditions. Once using the LibVMI API which provides no transactional guarantees and once using the Oxpecker API. As expected, the LibVMI scenario generates more crashes as it keeps updating the shared variable at arbitrary moments. But Oxpecker makes the modification while the kernel module is sleeping out of critical section and so the `crash` variable stays at zero.

6 Discussion

Section 2 reviewed VMI solutions including those with memory modification capability. This section compares writable VMI solutions based on the criteria shown in the Table 2. The first four rows indicate the main properties of an ACID [41] transaction. Transactions contain a series of read/write operations. If only one execution thread tried to access data structures, it could proceed flawlessly with this assumption that the transaction operations were not faulty (e.g., dereferencing a null pointer). However, in a real-world system, multiple guest processes invoke syscalls and try to access the same kernel memory pages that a VMI client is interested in, from out-of-VM. As depicted in the first four rows of Table 2 at least one of transaction properties is missed by each solution, except the Oxpecker.

Next group of criteria return to the underlying capabilities that they need to function properly. “Guest Kernel” row indicates the trust level and integrity of the guest kernel which is assumed in the proposed solution. Most
of solutions need a trusted guest kernel code (i.e., they can be detected by rootkits) except Exterior [7] and Oxpecker which just need known kernel data structures and do not rely on the guest modules themselves. “Fully Out-of-VM” row marks solutions which do not need any in-VM agent and instead use the VMM capabilities to pause/resume the VM and read/write from/into its memory. The benefit of these solutions is in their independence of untrusted guest kernel with the drawback of facing the semantic gap problem. Furthermore, the granularity of the introspection API provided for each solution (7th row), such as injecting a kernel module or changing a byte in the memory, indicates which use cases could be implemented over it.

Aside from functionality, proposed solutions can be compared based on their resource usages. Some VMI solutions [7, 8] require cloning GVM for sake of consistency, hence, doubling the host machine memory as shown by 2x in the “Memory Requirement” row. The “#VM_EXIT” row reports the extra VM_EXIT events which are added due to the VMI operations. Each VM exit event acts like a process context switch, but is much costlier due to the GVM state switching. In fact, as the number of VM_EXIT events is reduced, GVM will be able to run longer on hardware virtualization uninterruptedly and incur a smaller performance overhead. The “Usability” row combines the provided functionality and aforementioned memory and performance factors in a qualitative manner. As more features are provided, usability is increased and as more memory is used and further overhead is imposed, the usability is decreased.

In the rest of this section, details of the previously proposed methods are examined. One of the earliest solutions was Process Implanting [10], in which the number of VM_EXIT events is limited to the number of process context switches and consistency is maintained since all modifications pass through the guest syscalls. Thus, it depends on the correct operation of guest syscalls. For example, a rootkit can detect an implanted process by inspecting its memory addresses right before scheduling it or during the execution of its invoked syscalls. In order to resolve this issue and provide isolation from other guest processes, Process Embedding depends on the existence of a single virtual CPU so all context switches can be intercepted sequentially and the implanted process can be removed from the guest OS memory before scheduling the next potentially malicious process. Memory modifications for implanting a process itself are reversed at its removal, but its writes to the guest memory remain durable. These modifications are not atomic as they may be interrupted by exceptions.

Similarly, X-TIER [9] requires a single virtual CPU configuration. It tries to provide atomicity by intercepting interrupts and exceptions during the execution of an injected kernel module. However, if it calls an external function, the processing of interrupts will be resumed, and the guest kernel functions can be executed before resuming the execution of the injected module. Additionally, exceptions in the execution of the guest module itself are intercepted and delayed. Memory pages of the injected kernel module are unmapped at its removal, its modifications to other data structures are durable, but atomicity is not guaranteed. More crucially, if injected module tries to modify a shared memory while another kernel thread is taking its lock, memory inconsistency may arise as the injected module cannot wait for the lock to be released. Such an issue limits its usage to read-only introspections in practice. Also, all interrupts lead to VM_EXIT events in order to guarantee the injected kernel module isolation. Finally, injected module can be detected if a rootkit modifies one of the called external functions and check for its return address which is unmapped in X-TIER solution.

Hypershell [11] needs a helper process inside the GVM. Therefore, consistency and durability are achieved, but atomicity is not guaranteed since termination of the helper process leaves half of the operations applied and cancels the rest without any rollback mechanism. Finally, the shared helper process limits the concurrency of introspecting processes. For example, guest file descriptors are shared among independent introspecting processes. Generally, the shared kernel context of the helper process challenges the isolation between host-based introspecting processes.

CIVIC [8] periodically clones the GVM and works on a cloned VM. This approach ensures atomicity, consistency, and isolation while missing the durability for the original GVM as all operations are executed over separate cloned VMs. Furthermore, although it uses a copy-on-write approach to keep memory usage low, the memory usage is doubled in the worst case. Cloned VM introspection mechanism itself is based on injecting a process in the VM and so depends on the presence of trusted guest kernel code.

Finally, Exterior [2] uses a dual-VM setup. A secure VM (SVM) to run the introspecting process, monitor its executed instructions, and emulate their effects to update the GVM. This emulation causes the maximum relative overhead. However, the trust level is much lower and knowing about the non-tampered guest kernel data structures is enough to redirect SVM operations to GVM. Data durability and isolation are achieved, but there is no guarantee about atomicity of executed instructions because they are streamed to the GVM memory. It also avoids redirecting memory accesses of specific sequences of instructions (e.g., lock taking) in order to reduce inconsistencies. Because the GVM is paused at a random moment for SVM operations to take effect, if a redirected memory operation modifies a critical section which had been locked by GVM before being paused, the crash of GVM is highly plausible.

For example, Fig. 5 depicts two sample situations in the delete_module syscall which can cause inconsistencies. There is a possibility that module_mutex is unlocked by VM in line 3 while it was locked in the paused GVM. Exterior [2] is immune to these types of errors because it ignores redirection of lock taking routines such as the mutex_unlock example. However, if GVM is paused in line 8 and Exterior continues by removing a module, it interferes with the guest OS in line 9 because the mod local variable is pointing to a dangling area which was used by an old module. This inconsistency leads to a crash in GVM.

On the other hand, Oxpecker guarantees atomicity by maintaining a transaction and rolling back modifications in case of exceptions. Consistency and isolation are guaranteed because GVM is monitored and paused at a proper moment in order to eliminate any potential race condition. Different transaction requests are also serialized similar to the guest processes. However, this serialization has a drawback. If a
Fig. 8: Parts of the delete_module syscall source code from Linux kernel v4.9. If a VMI client unlocks the module_mutex in line 3, two processes enter into critical section causing inconsistency. Also if it removes the module in line 8, line 9 might crash due to dangling mod variable.

rootkit keeps running in the kernel space without releasing the CPU, no race-free moment may be identified and Oxpecker transaction will be delayed indefinitely. The good news is that such a behavior blocks concurrent processes to use the same CPU and is not used by rootkits which need to be stealthy. Write operations are committed to the memory of GVM and so durability is also achieved. It requires no in-VM agent and operates in presence of untrusted kernel code since it just needs to know about the non-tampered guest data structures. Overhead of the Oxpecker is relatively low as it needs to intercept syscalls and the rest of kernel/user codes can run using hardware virtualization. The memory usage is also limited to the memory which is required by the out-of-VM client itself.

7 CONCLUSION

The manuscript presented an architecture for out-of-VM transactional access to the GVM kernel memory, namely the blue-pill Oxpecker. Oxpecker has a three layer architecture providing read/write API for VMI clients in the host machine through Coordinator component in the first layer, monitoring GVM state changes and examining its memory for possible race-conditions in the second layer, and reusing generic VMI APIs in the third layer for updating guest kernel memory after finding the proper race-free moment.

The Oxpecker architecture is implemented based on the Nitro framework and LibVMI in the third layer and evaluated under different workloads. As Oxpecker performance and accuracy are affected by the guest kernel workload, real-world network applications are used to generate a tunable workload. Experiments showed that the max overhead is about 75.84% which is much lower than the 2300% overhead obtained with a somewhat similar Exterior [7] framework which also lacks the transactional writing feature provided by the Oxpecker. The Oxpecker transactional read/write API can be used to construct higher-level services such as out-of-VM rootkit removal, kernel hot patching, access restoration, and batch configuration updates.
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